
Putting live streaming to the test



True performance

There are a lot of claims being made. The live streaming market is evolving rapidly, along 
with the language being used to promote and explain how it works. There are a few simple 

tests you can run to benchmark performance under realistic circumstances.

1. Realistic 
network 

conditions

3. Direct  
comparison

2. Priority 
testing



1. Realistic network conditions 
What happens when the user has a normal device, on a normal network? 

This simple test reveals how performance is affected and provides an easy comparison 
between devices with different connections.



Here’s what you need

Time coded video 2 smartphones 1 desktop computer



Set it up

Ingest the time coded video into the application to be tested. Then access the player and 

watch the video on the three devices simultaneously.

Application



3 steps
1. Connect 1 smartphone using WiFi and the other using 4G/3G. 

2. Connect the desktop computer any way you like. 
3. Let it run for 10 minutes.

Application



Snap & compare
Using any camera, take pictures of the three devices and compare the state of the time 
codes. Since most providers test their applications in lab-like environments, make sure you 

do the opposite. Keep an eye out for differences in latency. Synchronization is key in live 
streaming.



2. Priority testing 
What happens when you run into network congestions? How are bitrate switches handled?  

And how is audio prioritized in relation to video?



We only need the desktop computer for this one.
1. Ingest the stream as we did in test no 1.  

2. Access the player using a laptop.  
3. Use third-party software such as NetBalancer to gradually decrease the bandwidth 

available to the player.

Application



Watch how it handles network congestions
A proper streaming technology will adapt the bitrate to keep the latency within acceptable 

limits. Do the adjustments slowly to see how long it takes for the player to  
- catch up to the current position in the stream 

- respond to the change in network performance and switch bitrates

Application



Audio over video
Also, for most use cases, audio should have priority over video which means that video 

should freeze first while the audio keeps playing. Furthermore, the low bandwidth needed 
to maintain a stable audio feed makes this set-up far more resilient than working the other 

way around.

Application



3. Direct comparison 
Nothing is as clear as a side-by-side comparison.



This one is simple
No explanation needed. Any serious vendor will be happy to set up a POC for you to 

ingest your stream and watch how it performs. Put them side by side.

Provider A

Provider B



Compare the features 
All available technologies have different specifications and features. Make sure you know what 

you are buying before you decide.



Features

RealSprint / DALS

DALS

Yes 
0.5s average (buffer burst) 
Fully configurable 
Sub second 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Seamless 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes / Yes / Yes / Yes

Biggest competitor

No 
10 seconds 
Static 
Sub 3 seconds 
Yes 
Yes 
No (HLS fallback only) 
No 
No 
Not known 
Speed-up w/ artifacts 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes / Yes / No / No

Spec

Adaptivity 
Typical time to first frame 
Client buffer 
Latency 
Desktop browsers 
Android browsers 
iOS browsers 
Chromecast support 
Interactive streams 
360 video streaming 
Drift handling 
Cloud set-up 
On-premise set-up 
Tailored functionality 
Ingest: RTMP / WebRTC / HD-SDI / NDI



Need more help? 
We’d love to improve your live streaming. Give Daniel a call at +46 739 10 87 37


